Crisis24 Horizon is the new risk management platform from security experts, Crisis24. We encourage you to access and utilize the new technology as part of our risk management program. The platform is available on both desktop and mobile apps and offers extensive threat intelligence and a range of features to help keep you informed and safe - no matter where you are.

What Are the Benefits of

- Alerts of threats and disruptions - Set up notifications and stay informed!
- Risk Ratings and Location Intelligence of safety & security issues in countries, provinces, and cities worldwide.
- Awareness of Threat Zones - areas within cities and regions that are of higher risk than the surrounding areas - such as high-crime neighborhoods.
- Advice Sheets to mitigate a range of safety and security issues.
- 24/7 Hotline and Crisis Signal on the mobile app to use in times of need.

How to Access Horizon

Desktop
Go to https://www.crisis24horizon.com/DU

Mobile App
Download from your app store or search for Crisis24 Horizon Mobile.

Logging In
1. Open the mobile or web app, enter your organization email address, and tap Sign In.
2. On the next screen, enter your organization credentials and again tap Sign In to enter Horizon.

Desktop: Go to Preferences, located under your name on the top-right, and set up your preferred notifications.

Mobile: Follow the prompts to enable Push Notifications and Location Services to receive alert notifications based on your current location. You can monitor and receive notifications for other locations by adding them to your main dashboard.